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ABSTRACT

The trouble with data is that often it provides only an imperfect representation of the phenomenon of
interest. When reading and interpreting data, personal knowledge about the data plays an important
role. Data visualization, however, has neither a concept defining personal knowledge about datasets,
nor the methods or tools to robustly integrate them into an analysis process, thus hampering analysts’
ability to express their personal knowledge about datasets, and others to learn from such knowledge.
In this work, we define such personal knowledge about datasets as data hunches and elevate this
knowledge to another form of data that can be externalized, visualized, and used for collaboration.
We establish the implications of data hunches and provide a design space for externalizing and
communicating data hunches through visualization techniques. We envision such a design space will
empower users to externalize their personal knowledge and support the ability to learn from others’
data hunches.

Keywords Data Visualization · Design Space · Situated Knowledges

1 Introduction

Data-driven decision-making and reasoning is now consid-
ered the gold standard for businesses [1], sports [2], and
scientists [3]. In these contexts, data is often considered
complete, objective, neutral, and transparent. In practice,
however, uncritical reliance on data alone can lead to poor
decisions and outcomes. Good decision makers, includ-
ing business leaders, team managers, and scientists, have
a deep understanding of the data they are analyzing and
know its limitations. Critical scholars argue, however,
that visualization researchers often assume that the data is
perfect and fail to consider any nuance that may exist in
the data [4, 5, 6, 7, 8], leaving the task of evaluating and
judging datasets and visualizations to the user alone.

We encountered the challenge of visualizing imperfect data
in one of our own design studies that we conducted in col-
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laboration with clinicians, who analyze data about blood
transfusions to improve patient outcomes and limit the use
of valuable resources [ref removed]. When we collected
feedback on a prototype visualization tool, our collabo-
rators expressed concern about the data: that the amount
of recycled blood — a patient’s own blood that is re-used
during surgery — captured in the data was much lower
than they expected. Based on their experience, almost all
surgeries make extensive use of blood recycling, and they
had a hunch that the low blood recycling values were due
to the data frequently not being recorded appropriately
in the electronic health record system. Our collaborators
worried that when other clinicians saw the same discrep-
ancies, they would lose trust in the visualization and the
data, and thus curb their willingness to take a more data-
driven approach in their work. In this example, an expert
had specific knowledge about imperfections in the dataset,
and the expert was able to provide an estimate of what the
data could be. This knowledge, however, was implicit and
specific to an individual expert and not available to others,
a phenomenon reported in other design studies [9, 10] as
well as studies of tools for casual users [11].

We consider these hunches to be critical for, and central to,
data analysis conducted by teams or multiple stakeholders.
They provide a richer and fuller view of the world than
data can provide alone. Our view is grounded in a critical
theory perspective that considers data to be an imperfect
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Figure 1: A comic-style representation of data hunches. When a viewer looks at a data visualization and has a hunch
about the data that is not represented, they are able to externalize the data hunch through visual methods that we
recommend in this paper. Following the externalization of their data hunch, they can communicate with others using the
same visual space as the original data. Data hunches can be externalized by anyone based on their personal knowledge
and communicated to anyone through visualization interfaces and other collaborative mediums.

and incomplete representation of the world [5, 7, 8, 6, 12].
This critical perspective also considers the knowledge that
people have to be situated and pluralistic, with a more
complete and objective view of reality coming from the
combination of many perspectives [13]. We hence argue
that it is through explicitly combining data with exter-
nalized hunches about the data that we can enable more
productive, precise, and accurate data analysis.

Naming, acknowledging, and valuing these hunches —
which we refer to as data hunches — opens a wealth
of new visualization design opportunities that are funda-
mentally different from other approaches of considering
imperfect data. Uncertainty quantification and visualiza-
tion [14, 15, 16] assumes that many imperfections can be
accounted for, modeled, and quantified to make data better
represent reality, which results in datasets that a visualiza-
tion designer encodes, and a reader passively consumes.
Implicit error [9], on the other hand, does not assume
that imperfections can necessarily be quantified and mod-
eled, but does approach personal knowledge as a way to
detail necessary corrections to data. Our conception of
data hunches instead views data as a fixed perspective of
the world, and the hunches people have about the data as
equally valuable, important, and enlightening. This con-
ception offers new ways to think about how we might use
visualizations to both externalize hunches and communi-
cate them to others.

In this paper, we conceptualize data hunches to describe the
knowledge that users bring to the data analysis process that
augments and complements the data, and in turn becomes
part of the interpretation. We consider data visualizations
to be a productive mechanism for supporting both the
externalization and communication of hunches with the
underlying data. To this end, our work includes two core
contributions:

• A conceptualization of data hunches: We de-
fine data hunches and discuss their epistemolog-
ical foundation, types, and relationship to other
existing approaches; and

• A design space for data hunches: Through
graphical techniques, we demonstrate how data
hunches can be externalized and communicated
within a visualization context to facilitate collab-
oration.

We offer a discussion of various considerations for im-
plementing data hunches, such as the potential for mali-
cious intent, the scenarios best suited to hunches, and how
hunches might impact trust. Despite open questions about
these considerations, we consider this work the first step
toward a wealth of productive opportunities for valuing
and including personal knowledge in visual data analysis.

2 Data is Imperfect

As a substrate meant to tell us something about the world,
data is an imperfect representation. Measurement errors,
modeling assumptions, and missing context all make the
values stored in a dataset neither a perfect nor complete
view of the world. Data imperfections from measurement,
modeling, and forecasting phases of analysis are often
quantified as uncertainty, with a host of visualization tech-
niques for communicating uncertainty to support trans-
parency and decision-making [16]. Other imperfections
stem from the limited view of the world that data values
provide, requiring contextual knowledge about who cre-
ated the data, how, and under what conditions in order to
productively interpret them [9]. In this section, we review
the literature about the imperfections of data in order to
situate our arguments for data hunches as an overlooked
opportunity to improve what we can know during visual
analysis.

2.1 Data as Imperfect Measurements

As data is captured, processed, and analyzed, it acquires
discrepancies from the exact values as they might exist in
the world. These discrepancies result from our inability to
perfectly measure and collect information about the world
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due to a variety of challenges [17, 18]: limited resources,
such as not being able to sample every person in a popu-
lation of interest; limited measurement capabilities, such
as the numerical precision of an instrument; or limited
knowledge about the future, such as the unpredictability of
forecasting weather. In the literature, these discrepancies
are referred to as uncertainty, and they are often quan-
tified into metrics that describe “the possibility that the
observed data or model predictions could take on a set of
possible values” [19]. Although the specific definition of
uncertainty varies across the literature [20] and fields of
study [21], the following are considered common sources
for uncertainty [22, 23]: imprecision in measurement ap-
paratuses, modeling assumptions and differences, errors in
data collection, incompleteness, and variations in data.

The visualization community has devoted significant ef-
fort to understanding how people perceive and understand
quantified uncertainty [20, 22, 15, 24, 25, 26, 27]. Build-
ing on this knowledge, the community has developed a
range of techniques for visually communicating data with
its associated uncertainty [17, 28, 16]. Some approaches
attempt to intuitively encode uncertainty through modifica-
tions of a data item’s graphical mark using blurring [14],
sketchiness [29], or value-suppressed color schemes [30].
Other approaches have instead explored visual represen-
tations that directly display summary statistics [31, 24] or
hypothetical outcomes [32].

Despite extensive research on the visualization of quanti-
fied uncertainty, many visualization practitioners and data
workers hesitate to include quantified uncertainty in their
visualizations and workflows for reasons of comprehen-
sion and messaging [19, 20]. Instead, many include qual-
itative expressions of uncertainty. For example, in an in-
terview study with visualization practitioners, the majority
of participants reported using text to warn viewers of the
potential uncertainty in a visualized dataset [19]. These
qualitative expressions of uncertainty are themselves a
source of cognitive uncertainty [20], providing the visual-
ization designer’s own subjective view of what is, and is
not, imperfect in the data. The concept of data hunches
that we describe in Section 4 encompasses these types of
qualitative uncertainty.

2.2 Data as an Imperfect Representation

Data measurements are often a proxy for the thing we
really care about in the world, and they are an imperfect
proxy at best. For example, if we wanted to know some-
thing about how the HCI community has grown over the
last decade – a phenomenon without a clearly associated
metric – we could look at numbers of attendees at the
CHI conference as a proxy. These numbers, while them-
selves not precisely reflecting community size, have some
caveats; 2020 attendance is 0 because the conference was
canceled due to the COVID-19 pandemic, and 2021 shows
a significant increase over previous years, likely due to the
virtual format of the conference. CHI attendance is thus an

imperfect representation of the size HCI community, and
one of many possible representations we could choose.

From this perspective, data is an artifact of decisions and
situated contexts that reflect the specific phenomena of an
individual’s capturing of reality: “Data are capta, taken
not given, constructed as an interpretation of the phenom-
enal world, not inherent in it” [33]. Data then, as an ob-
ject of decision-making practices, is one representation of
many possibilities. In recent publications, researchers have
raised the issue of the non-neutrality of data, interrogating
the epistemological underpinnings that reinforce data as an
objective perspective of reality. Kitchin & Lauriault [34]
argued from a critical theory standpoint that data does not
exist before its creation, and, hence, data does not naturally
exist in the world. Instead, data is created by people with
intentions to represent some phenomenon in the world. As
stated by Gitelman [4]: “raw data is an oxymoron”, the
data is “situated, contingent, relational, and framed” [34].

Visualization researchers have made specific recommen-
dations for how to expose the imperfect, representational
nature of data in design practices. Dörk and colleagues [8]
recommended that visualization authors disclose what they
know about the underlying data, explore the provenance
of the data they are using, and empower users by giving
them access to interrogate the data through interactivity.
Correll brought attention to the political power of data [7]
and recommends ethical considerations that visualization
designers should consider as they work with and visualize
data. D’Ignazio & Klein [35] pointed out the hidden labor
of data and suggest that the designer also visualizes the
data’s provenance in order to call attention to those who
collected, curated, and cleaned the dataset. These critical
views of visualization design recommend increasing the
transparency between visualization, designers, and viewers
because data is neither objective nor perfect, and there are
consequences to visualizing it as such. Acknowledging
data as an imperfect representation is an acknowledgement
that data is but one of many perspectives of reality. Our
formulation of data hunches is directly inspired by the sit-
uated, pluralistic views of critical data and visualization
scholars.

3 Methodology

Our methodology for theorizing about data hunches and
developing a design space for externalizing and commu-
nicating them was based on reflective practices [36, 37].
We began by reflecting on our experiences working with
a variety of domain experts who have rich knowledge
about their data, knowledge that was not captured in their
datasets. Through group discussions about our experiences,
we recognized the missing formalization of personal knowl-
edge and its impact in data analysis. We began mapping
out the scope of data hunches, the relationship between
data hunches and existing visualization concepts, and how
hunches have been reported in the existing literature. This
process included a literature search into data feminism,
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critical data studies, and uncertainty, as well as searching
works on design studies and reviewing any reported data
hunches in previous design studies.

After investigating the landscape of data hunches, we it-
eratively developed our proposed design space. The iter-
ations critically reflected illustrative examples from our
prior experiences, and design spaces proposed for inter-
active visualization interfaces, uncertainty visualization,
and collaborative sensemaking. We additionally received
feedback on our proposed design space from our research
lab and made adjustments accordingly. Finally, we used
the design space to re-imagine visualization systems pre-
sented in several design studies [11, 9, 38], two of which
we developed into the case studies described in Section 7.

4 Data Hunches

Situating data as one of many, but limited, perspectives
of reality, we introduce personal knowledge as another
perspective that deserves representation in visualizations.
Personal knowledge about data can influence the interpre-
tation of existing data [39, 40], shape how knowledge is
produced [41, 42, 43, 44], and affect how decisions are
made [45, 46, 16]. In this section, we frame this personal
knowledge formally as data hunches, arguing for their
potential to produce richer depictions of reality, making
connections and distinctions between data hunches and
existing concepts surrounding data, and providing a char-
acterization about the common types of data hunches.

4.1 What is a data hunch?

By acknowledging that data is only one, imperfect perspec-
tive of reality, we elevate the role that personal knowledge
of the data plays in the process of understanding and an-
alyzing it. We define such knowledge as data hunches.
More precisely, a data hunch is a person’s knowledge
about how representative data is of a phenomenon of
interest. The scope of a data hunch can be individual
data points, or a complete dataset, or anything in between.
Shaped by a person’s tacit knowledge about a particular
discipline, domain knowledge, life experience, and much
more, a data hunch can emerge when a person views (a
visualization of) the data and deduces that the data does
not completely represent the phenomenon with which they
are familiar. A data hunch can be based on the missing
context necessary to fully comprehend the phenomenon,
discrepancies between a mental model and data, opinions
on the quality of the data generation process, and so on.
As one is analyzing data, data hunches influence the in-
terpretation of the data, derived knowledge, and decisions
made.

A data hunch may take the form of an assessment regard-
ing the credibility of a dataset, or may reflect that a specific
data item should be included (or excluded). Data hunches
can also propose a directionality of the data to indicate
whether values should be lower or higher. Alternatively,

a data hunch can be expressed as a specific value for a
data item or a range (or distribution) of values that better
reflects the phenomenon of interest. These different types
of data hunches present alternative perspectives of the phe-
nomenon, augmenting the given perspective of the original
data.

We argue that data hunches are prevalent, but often implicit,
in data analysis, and potentially as important as the data
itself. Using data and data hunches in tandem supports a
richer representation of a phenomenon, and potentially bet-
ter analysis. By acknowledging and naming data hunches,
we aim to elevate the potential for personal knowledge to
actively and explicitly contribute to data analysis.

4.2 Why do data hunches matter?

Data hunches are personal and can vary significantly be-
tween individuals based on a person’s unique experiences
and knowledge. Combining data hunches from multiple
people has the potential to expose a broader, richer, more
complete view of a phenomenon. This idea that combining
perspectives leads to a fuller and more objective view of re-
ality is grounded in feminist epistemology, and specifically
the theory of situated knowledges [13].

This theory posits that knowledge cannot be obtained from
a single source, but rather is best derived through a col-
lection and collaboration across partial and overlapping
perspectives. Data, similarly, cannot fully represent the
natural world. From the situated knowledges perspective,
data and data hunches capture different perspectives. Thus,
we argue that only through overlapping data hunches with
other hunches and with data can we expect to visualize a
more complete representation of reality.

Visualizations can facilitate both the externalization of
data hunches and their communication to others. Walny
et al. [47] studied the use of data visualizations on white-
boards in corporate offices and found that visualizations
as sketches promote team discussions. Similarly, a visu-
alization designer can incorporate commenting and dis-
cussion features to promote externalization of the data
hunch [9, 11], apply provenance tracking to record the
influence of data hunches on the data source and vice
versa [48, 49], use visualization techniques to show a col-
lection of data hunches [50, 51, 52], and much more. In
Sections 5 and 6, we propose a design space for externaliz-
ing and communicating data hunches within visualization
systems to facilitate conversations, exchange opinions, and
support better, more nuanced decision-making.

4.3 How do data hunches relate to existing
concepts?

Data hunches are not an entirely new concept: they have
existed in many forms and been treated in varying ways
within the literature. By unifying existing, complemen-
tary concepts, data hunches open new design opportunities
that focus on externalization and communication methods
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that value multiple situated perspectives of reality. In the
following paragraphs, we discuss related concepts to dis-
tinguish the boundaries of what is and what is not a data
hunch.

Data hunches and quantifiable uncertainty. Data
hunches, which are based on the knowledge that people
bring to data analysis, are not present in the data. There-
fore, we first make a clear distinction between quantifiable
uncertainty and data hunches, where uncertainty can be sys-
temically recorded, quantified, expressed, and potentially
even corrected, whereas data hunches cannot. Although
uncertainty visualization frequently is based on a notion
of confidence intervals, data hunches can encompass ex-
pressions of uncertainty, but can also suggest alternative
values, or qualitative assessments of individual data points.

Data hunches and qualitative uncertainty. Qualitative
uncertainty, or indirect uncertainty, has been used to de-
scribe the quality of the underlying knowledge of data [53].
In contrast to quantifiable uncertainty, qualitative uncer-
tainty is not easily quantified or adjusted in data anal-
ysis, and is generally conveyed through “caveats about
data” [53]. Franke et al. [54] use the term confidence in-
stead of uncertainty, as the data in humanities projects are
judged and rated by experts, and the confidence that ex-
perts have in the data will impact the steps in the analysis.
Ambiguity is another term used to describe qualitative un-
certainty, as introduced in Nowak et al.’s [10] study, where
multiple interpretations were possible based on the same
data. Additionally, some works include cognitive aspects
as a source of uncertainty. For example, Boukhelifa et
al. [20] and Schunn & Trafon [22] described how the
human-reasoning process can lead to uncertainty in the
data and analytical process. Some of these terms, such as
ambiguity and confidence, describe personal knowledge
that influences interpretations of data, and hence overlap
with our notion of data hunches. In contrast, cognitive
uncertainty describes the uncertainty caused when reason-
ing processes lead to different interpretations of the data
by different people [22, 20]. Hence, cognitive uncertainty
describes the effect of personal knowledge in data analysis
more generally.

Data hunches and metadata. Metadata — data about
data — helps people navigate a dataset and maintains the
meaningfulness of the data [55]. A common example for
metadata is a library system, where a reader can easily
find a book of their interest (the data) based on indexing
information the library provides (the metadata). There-
fore, metadata focuses on information that structures the
data [56] and provides critical information about the data.
In comparison, a data hunch is personal knowledge about
data. Rather than providing instructions on how to inter-
pret the data (metadata’s role), data hunches themselves
influence the interpretation of data.

Data hunches and implicit error. After observing the
hesitancy of public health experts to use visualizations to

analyze Zika-outbreak data, McCurdy et al. learned of the
discrepancies between the data measurements and what
the experts knew to be true about the spread of Zika [9].
They coined the term implicit error to characterize these
discrepancies, and defined it as “a type of measurement
error that is inherent to a dataset but not explicitly recorded,
yet is accounted for qualitatively by experts during analy-
sis, based on their implicit domain knowledge”. Although
we consider implicit errors to be data hunches, the for-
malization of implicit error stems from an epistemological
commitment to the idea that data, not people’s knowledge,
objectively represents reality; if we can account for im-
plicit error, as the paper claims, we can model systematic
errors and fix data generation pipelines. Data hunches,
on the other hand, speak to the value and importance of
individuals’ knowledge as a perspective separate from, but
complementary to, the data. We argue that this situated
perspective offers a breadth of new opportunities for cap-
turing and visualizing data hunches in support of richer
data analysis.

4.4 Types of Data Hunches

We identify five types of data hunches in support of de-
termining suitable methods for expressing and commu-
nicating data hunches from our proposed design space,
discussed in Sections 5 and 6.

• Assessment: Assessment data hunches speak to
the trustworthiness or perceived lack of quality of
a dataset, or individual data items. These assess-
ments can be combined with more specific data
hunches to indicate, in the case of untrustworthy
data, what the data could be.

• Exclusion & Inclusion: Exclusion data hunches
state that certain data points should not be in-
cluded in the dataset, possibly in combination
with an assessment hunch. Inclusion data hunches
state that a data item is missing and could be
combined with a value data hunch to state their
assumed value.

• Directionality: Directional data hunches express
that values should be higher or lower. They are
a middle ground between assessment hunches,
which make no statement about directionality, and
value hunches, which give estimates for actual
values.

• Value: A value data hunch expresses how values
in a dataset should be different. Value hunches
can be about specific data items, or more holisti-
cally, can be based on functions that apply across
the dataset.

• Range & Distribution: Range and distribution
data hunches are similar to value hunches but are
less specific, acknowledging uncertainty about a
precise value. Instead, they express a value range,
or an expected distribution of values.
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All these types of data hunches can be expressed for an in-
dividual data item, groups of data items, or whole datasets.
For example, a value data hunch could apply to a single
point (this should be twice as much), to a few data points
(all of the items of that type should be twice as much), or
to the whole dataset (all data points should be twice as
much).

4.5 Context of Data Hunches

What a data hunch says about the data is different from
why a person has the hunch. In the previous section, we
described different types of hunches, focusing on what a
data hunch can articulate about what someone perceives
as a more true representation of reality. Equally important
is why someone has the hunch; we refer to the why as the
context of the data hunch.

The context of a data hunch is as critical for its interpre-
tation as the context of data. For the past decade at least,
scholars in the field of critical data studies have asserted
that data cannot be considered out of context. D’Ignazio &
Klein observed that the failure to consider data outside of
its context could run the risk of “analytic misstep[s]" [6].
In their critique of big data, boyd & Crawford described
how data analytics inherently strip data of their context
in pursuit of an objective representation of the world, but
that this move is an error: “taken out of context, data lose
meaning and value” [12]. In this paper, we argue that like
data, a data hunch without context is meaningless, align-
ing with Seaver’s provocative reminder that “taken out of
context, everything loses its meaning” [57].

We propose that data hunches require context for their
meaning and trustworthiness to become clear. Thus, we
consider it vital to design mechanisms that capture a data
hunch’s context when externalizing a hunch, as well as
ways to provide access to that context when communi-
cating a hunch to others. As designers work with stake
holders to determine how data hunches are externalized,
they should also explore how context can be recorded and
shared, as understanding the context of a data hunch is
essential to evaluate its trustworthiness.

5 Design Space: Externalizing Data
Hunches

Given the various types of data hunches, what are the pos-
sibilities to externalize (record) them in a visualization?
An externalization technique should allow people to record
and express their personal knowledge regarding the origi-
nal data that is not reflected in the original visualization,
nor can it be systematically captured by other processes.
Data hunches of different types can often be externalized
in different ways. We consider three approaches here: in
abstract space, in visualization space, and in data space.

Although the different externalization approaches all serve
the purpose of describing a data hunch, each approach has

unique benefits and drawbacks. We consider the following
criteria to evaluate each technique:

• Expressiveness Can a complex data hunch be
expressed, with underlying reasoning?

• Immediacy: Is a data hunch expressed in the
space the data is visualized, and hence can it be
read easily?

• Consistency: Can a technique for externalization
be used for all other visualization techniques?

• Discernibility: Is an externalization easily rec-
ognizable as a data hunch or is there a risk of
confusing a data hunch with the original data?

• Technical complexity: Is an externaliza-
tion/communication method easy to implement,
or are sophisticated UI elements required? Can
existing systems be easily retrofitted?

• Scalability: Can many data hunches by different
individuals be communicated efficiently?

5.1 Externalization in Abstract Space

Externalization in abstract space refers to methods for
recording data hunches that are not directly mapped to
data, or to the visual representation of data.

5.1.1 Structured elicitation

Structured elicitation, shown in Figure 2a, is an externaliza-
tion method that captures data hunches through structured
UI elements, such as forms, ratings, and votes. Structured
elicitation could take the form of “star”-ratings (assess-
ment), or by asking analysts whether they think a value
should be higher or lower (directionality).

Rating, for example, has been used widely in visualization
research as a way to judge some quality of the visualization
by a group. Quispel & Maes [58] used ratings to investigate
preferences of visualization types between different groups
of people. McCurdy et al. [9] used structured forms to elicit
data hunches from domain experts.

Structured elicitation could be used for all types of data
hunches, although its lack of immediacy (forms cannot be
sensibly embedded in a data visualization) implies that it
is less suited for specific expressions of alternative data
values or ranges & distributions. Data hunches generated
via structured elicitation can be analyzed and presented in
a scalable way, as summaries can be easily generated from
the responses. Instead of implementing a complicated sys-
tem that allows sketching or manipulations, designers can
use forms to gain some basic information before opting to
implement more complex methods. Structured elicitation
is also consistent for different chart types, making it much
easier for the designer to reuse the implementation in dif-
ferent projects. Structured elicitation lacks expressiveness,
as only predetermined questions can be answered.

6
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Figure 2: Design space for externalizing (recording) data hunches. We distinguish three categories: externalization
in abstract space, such as through (a) forms and (b) annotations; externalization in visualization space, such as (c)
markups or (d) direct manipulation; and externalization in the data space, such as (e) data manipulation or (f) the
expression of expected patterns via models. We color code expressions of data hunches by whether they are immediately
available in data space (orange ), or are qualitative (violet ).

5.1.2 Textual annotations

Textual annotations, illustrated in Figure 2b, provide the
ability to express a data hunch and to describe the context
of a data hunch. Textual annotations are extremely expres-
sive and can be used to describe all types of data hunches.
However, textual annotations lack immediacy to help users
see their hunches in visualization space. Data hunches
explained in text (e.g., “these values should be twice as
high”) cannot be easily translated into data or visualization
space, and hence are difficult to aggregate or summarize
(low scalability).

Although textual annotations can be used to express data
hunches, they can also be used to provide context about
a data hunch, which we argue in Section 4.5 should be
externalized with a hunch to support understanding and
trust. Such context includes reasoning, concerns, or other
comments about a data hunch. Therefore, annotations
should be easy to combine with other forms of expression
for data hunches.

Textual annotations have low technical complexity and
are consistent throughout various chart types. Previous
works have explored various forms of annotations. Liu et
al. [59] proposed an annotation system that uses structured
format strictly according to the domain context. As another

example implemented differently, Goyal et al. [60] offered
more freedom to users by allowing them to use a notepad
for free-form notes during their experiment.

5.2 Externalization in Visualization Space

Data hunches can be expressed in the same space as the
original visualization. The advantage of this approach
is that it provides high immediacy, since, for example, a
value data hunch can use the same marks and channels
as the original visualization, making it the most intuitive
dimension for users to express the data hunch.

5.2.1 Graphical markups

Graphical markup (see Figure 2c) refers to adding visual
elements directly to a visualization, using approaches such
as pen/mouse-based sketching, or adding elements to a
visualization using functionality similar to a drawing pro-
gram. Such markups can use the same marks and channels
as the original visualization, but are not limited to it: Users
have the freedom to express their data hunches with the en-
codings they prefer, as shown in Figure 3. Visual markups
can be a powerful tool for users to express data hunches of
various types, including exclusion/inclusion (e.g., by cross-
ing out data points, as shown in Figure 2c), directionality

7
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: Using graphical markups to externalize data
hunches in a choropleth map and a scatter plot. (a) In the
scatter plot, we see a markup of an expected trend-line,
and an arrow for a directionality data hunch. (b) In the
choropleth map, the markup uses the same channel (color)
as the original visualization to indicate a categorical value
hunch, yet uses hatching instead of a constant area color.

(e.g., by supplementing an arrow, as shown in Figure 3a),
value (e.g., by shading an area in a color, as shown in Fig-
ure 3b), and range/distribution (e.g., by drawing an area
where a value is expected to be). The process of graphical
externalization also helps with the understanding of and
reasoning about visual information [61]. Markups can also
efficiently add summary information, such as trend-lines
or clusters, and hunches about such summaries (see Fig-
ure 3a). Graphical markups provide high discernibility,
as sketches are commonly easy to distinguish from UI
elements.

Previous works have studied sketching for annotations
of visualizations. In Kim et al.’s study [62], the partici-
pants preferred graphical markups over textual annotations
alone. Marasoiu et al. [63] implemented a prototype that
uses graphical markups to facilitate communications and
to clarify hypotheses in data analysis. Romat et al. [64]
presented graphical markup systems to facilitate sensemak-
ing.

However, graphical markups can lead to visual clutter [62],
making it much less scalable compared to other methods,
even though innovative methods exist to show summaries
of many people’s sketches [65, 66]. Also, not all visual-
ization methods are equally amenable to being marked-up:
whereas, for example, scatter plots are well suited for anno-
tations, space-filling techniques, such as maps, heatmaps,
and treemaps, leave little white space and frequently use
color encoding, making it harder for annotations to stand
out. When developing a markup interface for data hunches,
designers must also choose the degrees of freedom and
control about the annotation techniques. Although free-
form sketches, for example, are most expressive and easy,
controlled objects, such as arrows or “strike-out” Xs, could
be mapped back to data, potentially improving scalability.
Implementing graphical markups also can be technically
complex, requiring designers to add features usually found
in drawing tools. Free-form sketching also comes with the
disadvantage that users might use ambiguous encodings
that might be difficult to resolve.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Illustrations of graphical elements manipula-
tions. (a) In the scatter plot example, a user can adjust
the location of the data points by making a selection and
dragging the points to a position that matches their data
hunch. (b) In the choropleth map example, users can select
the color based on predetermined color scheme to match
the value according to their data hunch.

5.2.2 Manipulating graphical elements

Manipulating graphical elements involves moving, remov-
ing, adding, or otherwise changing (e.g., changing color)
parts of the visualization that encode data. For example, de-
signers could support externalizing data hunches of value
type in a scatter plot chart using direct manipulation: users
could drag a point up or down according to their data
hunches (see Figure 2d). Similarly, a user could pick an
alternative color from a color-palette drawing from the vi-
sualization’s original color palette for an element on a map
(Figure 4b). More sophisticated interfaces could be used
to indicate possible ranges of values. Manipulation could
also be implemented for aggregated selection, allowing
users to make adjustments to groups of elements, such as
moving a brushed group of points in scatter plots together
in the same direction (Figure 4a). In contrast to markups,
graphical manipulations are a direct manipulation of the
marks and channels presented by the original visualization
(resulting in high immediacy), and hence can be easily
translated into data space.

Previous works have suggested direct manipulation on vi-
sual encodings is a viable way to edit data and provide
visual demonstrations of thought processes. Baudel [67]
presented editing single or groups of data items in a dataset
using graphical manipulations in data visualizations. Saket
et al. [68] used graphical manipulations (through reposi-
tioning, resizing, and recoloring marks in visualizations)
to help users express their expected visualization with in-
crements in direct manipulations, and in turn, the system
suggests visual transformations. Saket et al. [69] also pro-
vided empirical guidelines and strategies on how people
use direct manipulations on graphical encodings to achieve
tasks.

One risk with manipulation is that the externalized data
hunch is indistinguishable from the original data visual-
ized (resulting in low discernibility). Designers must take
precautions against this, e.g., by coloring manipulated data
points and showing their original location, although the
specific approach depends on the underlying visualization.
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Overall, we argue that manipulating graphical elements is
an intuitive and systematic way to externalize data hunches
and record them in the data space. Users have the free-
dom to adjust the chart according to their data hunches,
and designers can systemically record these expressions,
making the technique scalable. The biggest drawbacks
of manipulation are high technical complexity, and low
consistency: Implementations for each chart type require
innovative UI solutions and have to be adjusted for every
visualization technique. The level of expressiveness also
depends on the quality of the implementation.

5.3 Externalization in Data Space

Data hunches can also be expressed directly in data space,
i.e., by manipulating the data directly, instead of going
through a data visualization. For externalization through
data space, we consider data space manipulation and ex-
pressing model-based hunches as the two main techniques
for this dimension. The former is suitable for data hunches
for specific data items, whereas the latter can be especially
useful for data hunches about whole datasets.

5.3.1 Data space manipulations

To directly express data hunches of a value or exclusion
& inclusion hunch in data space, users can edit data to
express a data hunch (see Figure 2e). Alternatively, users
could also use expressions to manipulate data items in bulk.
This approach does not directly involve a data visualiza-
tion and is a relatively easy approach to implement for
designers, yet it is considerably less expressive than other
methods. Also, data space manipulations suffer from low
discernibility: at an absolute minimum, a visualization has
to track different “versions” of a dataset, corresponding
to individual user’s hunches, instead of manipulating the
original data. In practice, it is advisable that visualizations
also use unique encodings for data hunches to differenti-
ate from the original data. To support other types of data
hunches (expressiveness), such as ranges or directionality,
designers would have to provide more sophisticated editing
interfaces for data sources.

Romat et al. [64] included data editing in their digital
ink externalization system, a functionality requested by
participants. Although this functionality was added post
facto, it illustrates a preference for editing data directly in
externalization systems. Data space manipulation affords
excellent consistency, because it does not depend on the
design of the visualization. However, we argue that it
is less immediate than externalizations on top of a data
visualization. As all techniques that can translate a data
hunch into data space, it offers great scalability.

5.3.2 Expressing model-based hunches

Although the data hunches we have discussed so far fo-
cus on explicitly manipulating or annotating data items,
users can also have a preconceived notion of how a dataset
should behave (Figure 2f). For example, an analyst would

Figure 5: Example for expressing model-based hunches.
Users can select a model from a selection of predefined
models or specify their own. Subsequently, Users could
adjust the variance of the model as well as the number of
visualized points. The interface here shows the points that
are included as part of the data hunch model selection and
the original data points that would not fit into the model.

expect that a certain dataset follows an exponential func-
tion. In this case, rather than focusing on a particular
data point, the designer can implement an externaliza-
tion method that allows users to express a data hunch of
range/distribution type that is described by models and
formulas, as illustrated in Figure 5.

Marasoiu et al. [63], for example, presented an interface
that allows users to sketch models, which then generates
data points based on the sketch, as a way to facilitate
communication between customers and analysts. A model-
generating technique would allow users to create a model
of their data hunch, and the system then generates data
points based on the model. For example, a system could
recognize a group of points in a scatter plot as a cluster [70],
and let analysts move that cluster around. Alternatively,
the designer can also provide a selection of common math-
ematical models for the user to choose from based on their
data hunch, and then make the data point adjustment after
the selection and generation.

If a model is used to generate data points, many of the
attributes of data space manipulations apply, including
the danger of low discernibility, communicating hunches
as real data, and overlooking the need to communicate a
model-based hunch. An additional opportunity for com-
municating the data hunch, and for increasing immediacy,
is visualizing the model together with the original and
modeled data in the visualization.

6 Design Space: Communication and
Collaboration

Once data hunches are expressed, the next challenge is to
appropriately visualize them. The method of communi-
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Figure 6: Design space to support data hunches for communication and collaborations. We present four techniques
that focus on the social aspects of data hunches, and are all suitable for exploring multiple data hunches within the
same interface. Violet spaces indicate qualitative information related to indicate data hunches externalized in or
transcribed into the data space.

cating data hunches also obviously depends on the exter-
nalization method used, especially when data hunches are
not available in the data space. Some basic tactics such
as using tooltips and showing data hunches on-demand
can be used to organize the data hunches in the visualiza-
tion interface. One rule that should always be followed
is that data hunches should always be shown as distinct
from the original data encoding (see the discernibility cri-
terion), clearly indicating that what is shown is a person’s
data hunch. Techniques such as using sketchiness to dis-
cern data hunches from the original visualization can be
effective for the task [71].

Although externalizing individual data hunches is impor-
tant as a memory aid and for recording personal knowledge,
the main benefit of expressing and reading data hunches
is in collaborative scenarios. A data hunch represents an
externalization of specific situated knowledge [13], and
through the collection of data hunches across multiple peo-
ple over time, we can use visual methods to generate a
dialog about where situated knowledges overlap and where

they differ. The encoding of many people’s data hunches,
however, can be challenging, as individual encodings of
data hunches can quickly clutter the visualization. As part
of the collaborative process, it may be useful to see trends,
clusters, or higher level reasoning across individuals and
their respective data hunches. In this section, we present
a design space that focuses on using data hunches for col-
laboration and communication, orthogonal to the design
space for externalization.

6.1 Visual Summaries

Creating a summary visual of all the hunches can offer
a quick overview of areas on the original visualization
where hunches have been created. Techniques such as
heatmaps can provide an overview of where in the visu-
alization data hunches occur, signaling hot spots that will
likely require closer inspection of the data or an in-depth
discussion about the content behind the individual data
hunches, shown in Figure 6a. The designer also has the op-
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portunity to more precisely aggregate data hunches when
they are recorded in data space. For example, it is possible
to group together the data hunches that reflect an increase
in value in one group and the ones representing a decrease
in another, in order to display the general trends in how
data hunches have been externalized. Additionally, a de-
signer can use a visual summary to present the values of
data hunches for specific data items, possibly showing a
group consensus of how specific data items may better re-
flect reality. Information from structured elicitation, such
as low trust in specific data points, could also be quantified
and summarized.

Data hunches externalized through graphical markups are
hard to use in visual summaries, without transcribing the
markups manually or through the use of algorithms, al-
though approaches such as Forma Fluens [65] or the New
York Times’ “you draw it” [66] of overlaying many user’s
sketches could prove interesting. Similarly, textual com-
ments could be mined for re-occurring insights.

6.2 Summary Narratives

Beyond communicating the data hunches themselves, rea-
soning and justification are what make data hunches valu-
able; after all, if the data hunch is only a visual expression,
other users can learn very little about the meaning and
context of a data hunch, as previously discussed in Sec-
tion 4.5. Therefore, we recommend implementing textual
annotations that serve as a space to capture summary nar-
ratives, important characteristics about the context, and
reasoning for externalizing data hunches. The designer
can choose to implement summary narratives through a
structured form (as shown in Figure 6b), or leave the sum-
mary narrative open so that it does not preemptively scope
the information that people might provide. We relate this
implementation to work done in the fairness in machine
learning community, where it has been recommended that
datasheets accompany datasets, so that appropriate context
is recorded about the data [72].

Instead of specific elements or magnitude, summary nar-
ratives place the emphasis on expressing the overall senti-
ment a user takes regarding their data hunch(es): such as
specific beliefs surrounding the credibility of a data source,
personal experiences that informed their data hunches, or
general background knowledge that they are bringing to
their interpretation and externalization. Showing such con-
text is important for communicating higher level reasoning
and influential factors in externalization. This type of infor-
mation may be captured in textual annotations, as was seen
in the sense.us [11], but is challenging to extract across
multiple users and annotations.

6.3 Filtering & Layering

In some instances, an abundance of data hunches may hin-
der collaboration, especially when who created the data
hunch affects how it is interpreted. We envision systems
for expressing data hunches to be especially useful in en-

vironments where participants know each other and know
each other’s roles, such as in a scientific community, or in
a hospital system. One way of filtering data hunches would
hence be to show data hunches of only users one knows,
or users they trust. Data hunches could also be filtered by
metadata, such as the role of the person expressing the data
hunch in an organization (e.g., include only data hunches
by technical staff), or the time a data hunch was logged
(e.g., include only data hunches expressed after an impor-
tant event that changed their opinions regarding the data).
Finally, data hunches could be filtered by some quality met-
ric, such as reputation scores of its author, or whether the
data hunch also provides context (discarding hunches that
provide no rationale). Instead of filtering, such informa-
tion could also be used to weigh data hunches, e.g., giving
data hunches that also provide contextual annotations a
higher weight in a summary visualization. Ultimately, if
these methods are used for analysis or decision-making,
we suggest that the decision maker should justify why they
placed more weight on certain data hunches over others.

For data hunches that are externalized through methods
such as graphical markups, this can be a particular useful
technique to display the data hunches without overwhelm-
ing the reader with too many visual elements on the screen.
Filtering and layering can also be an important way to
elicit data hunches in collaborative settings where it is im-
portant to remove social influence from the externalization.
In instances where stakeholders think that the process of
externalizing data hunches may be easily influenced by so-
cial factors, e.g. seeing what others did and thus changing
one’s own externalization to match, filtering systems can
display only the original visualization prior to externaliza-
tion. Discussing the likelihood of other people’s opinions
impacting their own externalization with stakeholders is
important.

6.4 Social Curation

With several data hunches externalized on the same data
visualization, other members in the group can have varying
opinions on them. Previous works [11, 50] have shown that
forums for data visualizations can facilitate further under-
standing and promote discussions on the data visualization.
Similar to online forums, designers can implement social
aspects of data hunches: rankings, voting mechanisms,
and commenting systems, as shown in Figure 6d. Social
curations through these methods can lead to two valuable
outcomes: gathering sentiment on these data hunches and
promoting discussions about data hunches. With multiple
data hunches expressed within a group, voting and rank-
ing systems can let members in the group easily express
their agreement or disagreement with a data hunch, and
they can also elaborate more with comments and discuss
the data hunches with other members. New readers to the
visualization can have an easier time navigating through
different data hunches, if they are sorted by discussion and
ranks. Furthermore, data hunches can be built on top of
other data hunches or influenced by other data hunches,
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and the designer can implement provenance tracking to see
how data hunches intertwine, in which the structure can be
much clearer when put in forums.

Another approach would be to enable experts to curate
a report based on data hunches, similar to how scientists
with expertise in a particular area analyze publications and
summarize them in review publications. Such curated data
hunches could summarize the data hunches of large crowds,
highlight common themes or areas of disagreements, and
link to the original data hunches for reference.

7 Case Studies

Here we present two case studies to apply our design space
to prior work. We chose these prior works because they
include designs that leverage personal knowledge, cover
a range of domain expertise, and include illustrative ex-
amples of how individuals externalized and collaborated
through visualization tools. In the first example, the au-
thors look at personal knowledge in a specific domain,
whereas in our second example, the authors work with pub-
lic information. For each case study, we review the original
work and highlight how data hunches exist under different
names. From there, we present new design opportunities
afforded by our reconceptualization of personal knowledge
through the lens of data hunches.

7.1 Zika-Outbreak Data Visualization

McCurdy et al. [9] presented their collaboration with epi-
demiologists studying Zika virus outbreak data, a dataset
collated across different South American countries. After
following general design study guidelines [73] for devel-
oping appropriate task abstractions, they presented their
visualization prototype and then received feedback that
indicated discrepancies between the data visualized in the
prototype and the experts’ knowledge. Probing further,
they came to understand that the experts perform a series
of mental modifications to the data, informed by their per-
sonal and domain knowledge. For example, they knew that
Country A reported all cases regardless of investigation
status, whereas Country B reported only fully investigated
cases, resulting in fewer officially recorded cases for Coun-
try B in the dataset. After re-examining how the analysts
were using the visualization, McCurdy et al. proposed a
framework of externalizing implicit error and provided a
structured method for the experts to record such knowl-
edge. Implicit error is defined as the discrepancy in the
data that is not explicitly recorded but accounted for in the
analysis process, which falls under our definition of data
hunches. Therefore, we will refer it as a data hunch in the
following text.

In McCurdy et al.’s prototype, structured elicitation and
textual annotations are the main methods used to exter-
nalize data hunches (right of Figure 7). In the annotation
template, the experts are asked to identify the region and
describe the data hunch with text. The template also solic-

its other attributes, such as the impact of the data hunch
in the analysis stage, the potential necessary adjustments,
and the expert’s confidence in their hunch. These options
are multiple choice questions, and the expert can choose
what to answer according to the scope of their data hunch.
After the data hunch is externalized, the existence of the
data hunch is communicated through pins on the map, and
the details of the data hunch are showed in a summary
narrative on demand. All the data hunches are layered on
top of and distinguished from the original visualization.

Leveraging our proposed design space, several changes
could be made to expand the expressions of data hunches,
making them more intuitive and explicit. Specifically, Mc-
Curdy et al.’s prototype did not utilize visualization space
for externalization. Although text-based annotations are
necessary for recording reasoning processes, they lack the
immediacy to demonstrate impact and change in a cohesive
visual manner. We suggest alternative designs for three ar-
eas of the original prototype: the map showing the number
of cases per country, line charts that depict country specific
stats, and methods for communications and collaboration
across different analysts. In all these areas, the designer
can use manipulating graphical elements and graphical
markups to help the experts express their data hunch more
explicitly.

Choropleth map. In the initial instantiation of data
hunch externalization, McCurdy et al. use pins and text
annotations. Instead, the designer could implement a color
adjustment slider (a graphical manipulation) to help the
expert directly describe their hunch on the map. This type
of manipulation affords experts the opportunity to exter-
nalize their data hunch about a specific country in relation
to the Zika cases in other countries, without having to pick
a precise number of cases, which is an admittedly difficult
task.

Line charts. In the prototype, upon clicking a country,
additional charts are revealed showing more data about
Zika cases over time. The designer could implement graph-
ical markup and manipulations for these individual charts,
in combination with the existing text annotations. These
additions will make the externalization process more in-
tuitive. Graphical markups and manipulations will give
analysts the ability to more precisely indicate where and
how they think the values differ. By shifting the work of
externalization to a visual channel, the textual annotations
can be reserved for reasoning and contextualizing data
hunches.

Collaborations. Since the original visualization uses a
choropleth map, a heatmap for data hunches is not appro-
priate. Instead, a designer has other options to make it
easier for a team of analysts to share and communicate
their data hunches. One suggestion is allocating the role of
social curation to a team member to summarize and report
on trends across hunches. Another method is enabling
filtering and layering of hunches, so that analysts can fo-
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Figure 7: McCurdy et al.’s [9] prototype that implemented the framework for implicit error. We recommend changes to
the choropleth map, the country specific line charts, and the ability to share and communicate multiple data hunches.

cus on either specific hunches or a collection of hunches.
Since color is the main visual encoding of the map, we
recommend using a fill of patterns or textures in combina-
tion with opacity to illustrate the existence of multiple and
overlapping data hunches.

7.2 Online Forum sense.us

Heer et al. [11] studied asynchronous online collaborations
through an interactive visualization interface, shown in
Figure 8. The authors recruited 24 participants and ob-
served how they use comments and graphical annotations
analyze data in a social context. The authors chose to visu-
alize census data about the U.S. labor force in the interface,
sense.us, reasoning that the participants could easily relate
to this data and consequently express their opinions about
it in annotations. The authors observed that participants
utilized many features implemented in sense.us for their
social data analysis. Heer et al. reported that the partici-
pants had conversations linked to specific views of charts
and used graphical annotations to point at specific aspects
of interest on the chart. This study demonstrates that with
a social platform with interactive features for data analysis,
users were able to gain a deeper understanding of the data.
Heer et al. described these externalizations as “contextual
knowledge”, “commentary”, “historical knowledge”, and
“personal anecdotes” — we consider all of them to be data
hunches.

Using the terminology of our design space, the sense.us
system mainly utilizes graphical markups (left of Figure 8)
and textual annotations (right of Figure 8) to enable social
data analysis. A user can make comments on a chart or
a state of a chart, and the comments are preserved in the
comments listing. The sense.us system also allows users
to use graphical markups to reference certain points in the
charts and make textual annotations regarding the graphical
markups. Comments with references to graphical markups
are marked with a special symbol in the comment listings.
Collaboratively, sense.us allows users to view others’ com-

ments and respond in a comment thread. In their discussion
section, the authors note that while graphical markups were
expressive, they wondered whether there were “methods
of sketching that can be somehow data-aware?”. Address-
ing this question, we make specific recommendations in
response to interactions that were highlighted in the paper.

Externalizing expectations Heer et al. reported where
users made comments on the data and data visualizations.
In their example of of where a user expected a different
pattern for the percentage of the U.S. work force in the mil-
itary, the user used graphical markups to highlight points
where they expected bigger jumps in the data. The designer
could implement more intuitive features for the external-
ization process. For area charts, manipulating graphical
elements enables the user to externalize their hunch in the
same visual space, while keeping the externalization “data-
aware” as suggested by Heer and colleagues. Alternatively,
the designer can use the data manipulation technique to
allow the user to directly input their data hunches.

Navigating data hunches. An important functionality
of sense.us is that the textual annotations and graphical
markups are “doubly-linked” — comments were associ-
ated with specific frames of the visualization, where nav-
igating either would result in seeing the corresponding
view. This interaction situated the data hunches with the
data visualization. To extend this method of collabora-
tion, the designer can use social curation and filtering and
layering. The designer can implement more collaborative
features for sharing and tracking data hunches, such as a
ranking mechanism where users can agree or disagree with
each other’s data hunches. This method, used in conjunc-
tion with layering techniques, can help users track others’
data hunches and provide a visual overview of where data
hunches converge and where they diverge.
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Figure 8: Sense.us [11] interface. Using our design space, we recommend that the designer implement data and
graphical manipulations, in addition to the graphical markups that the interface already utilizes. For better navigation of
the data hunches, we propose ranking and voting on data hunches, sharing data hunches, and layering the data hunches
on the visualization for an overview of where the data hunches are externalized.

8 Discussion

In our advocacy for data hunches, we have made the as-
sumption that data hunches provide a more pluralistic and
richly honest view of the world. But, what if a hunch is
wrong? Or worse, what if a hunch is maliciously intended
as misinformation? Externalizing and communicating the
context of a data hunch is an important step toward sup-
porting others in deciding the value and trustworthiness
of a hunch. Going further, including information about
who the data hunch comes from, could provide another
layer of credibility and accountability. Associating a data
hunch with a specific person, however, comes with a dif-
ferent set of issues. In some settings, the politics of an
organization or field could lead vulnerable people to re-
main silent about contradictory hunches, depriving others
of important perspectives. But anonymity can be equally
caustic by invoking negative behavior toward others with
opposite views [74]. How to ensure the value, credibility,
trustworthiness, and transparency of data hunches is an
important, yet open, question.

Another important consideration is what types of visual-
ization systems and scenarios are most appropriate for
implementing mechanisms that support data hunches. We
believe that most visual data analysis involves hunches, but

designing and developing tools that support externalization
and communication of multiple data hunches is likely to
require significant effort. Therefore, we envision systems
that support recording and communicating data hunches to
be implemented primarily in scenarios where the topic of
the data is of shared interest among larger communities or
society in general. For example, a recent project elicited
feedback from the scientific community on an animation
of the SARS-CoV-2 protein structure [75]. Unlike visual-
ization tools designed for an individual research lab, such
applications target a wider audience with shared interests,
where visualizing data hunches can lead to deeper impact
compared to casual visualizations.

Another interesting, open question is: What happens to
someone’s trust in a visualization and the underlying data
when data hunches are communicated in a tool? Previous
work [76] has reported that social information can affect a
user’s trust and memorability about the data visualization.
We anticipate similar effects with the inclusion of data
hunches. We argue in this paper that data is an imperfect
representation of reality, and making that imperfection
visible is one goal of our work. However, if data hunches
make people less trusting, will designers avoid including
them, as they sometimes do with uncertainty [19]?
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A reader may trust the visualization more when data
hunches are provided by experts or are highly rated. On
the other hand, if too many data hunches disagree with
the original data, the reader may trust the source of the
visualization less. In the end, the goal of conceptualizing
data hunches and proposing a design space for them is to
formally recognize the role of personal knowledge in un-
derstanding data and empower users to express their views.
Designers should fully consider the possible impacts of
data hunches before committing to including or excluding
them. The work we present in this paper is only the first
step in exploring a rich space of opportunities about how,
why, and when to include personal knowledge about data
in visualizations.

9 Conclusion

In this work, we framed the personal knowledge about
how representative data is, defining such knowledge as
data hunch, analyzed the implication of supporting data
hunches in data analysis, and proposed a design space for
externalizing and communicating data hunches in data vi-
sualizations. We mapped out the differences between data
hunches and existing concepts. The proposed design space
provides designers recommendations for how to integrate
data hunches in their works. The ultimate goal of this work
is to formalize and recognize the significant role that per-
sonal knowledge has in understanding data, which many
works overlook, and elevate this personal knowledge into
another form of information that can be explicitly external-
ized and utilized. Through this work, we seek to question
the notion of data being the gold standard of representing
phenomena in the world, and open up the potential to grow
visualization research beyond constrained notions of data.

We recognize that our proposed design space for data
hunches is based on previous research and visualization
community expertise, and that we did not implement and
validate demonstrations to showcase the potential use of
data hunches, which we consider to be exciting future
work. Based on such implementations, we plan to study
how users express data hunches, the impact of data hunches
on interpretation, and the influence of data hunches in ana-
lytic processes. Furthermore, we only touched the surface
of the potential applications of data hunches. We plan to
explore more use cases for data hunches and analyze the
implications of data hunches even further.
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